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More on Tyskie Zywioły? 
Many photos recording the event are posted on Katarzyna Woch’s Facebook page. 
Some follow-up from contacts made is likely, in my case , the possibility of talking 
with secondary school students about ‘Thinking Globally; Acting Locally” and also 
some future  collaborating with Prof. Piotr Skubała whose perspective coincides very 
much with that of my own developed over many years. I would also like to support 

Kasia’s environmental work at the Urząd Miejski possibly by 
offering to talk about how Tyskie might consider becoming a 
Transition Town. The Transition Town movement began in the 
UK and has now spread to many other countries. Transition 
towns are grassroots community projects that seek to build 
resilience in response to peak oil, climate destruction, and 
economic instability by creating local groups that uphold the 
values of the transition network. From their website:  The 

Transition movement is made up of people like you who are already feeling the 
benefit of connecting with others to take care of themselves, their community and 
the planet. Maybe Tychy could become a leading town and an example in Poland of 
caring for these things? If so, the more help from the grass roots, the better. For 
more information see https://transitionnetwork.org/ According to the map on this 
website, the only place in Poland with such an initiative is Sopot. 
 
Tychy Lawns, Cars & Plastic Cups 
Ecological awareness requires seeing how things connect 
within natural systems and also between human activity and 
natural systems. Choosing to have a lawn instead of a paved 
patio is better for the natural world but spreading too much 
nitrogen fertiliser on lawns leads to water pollution .The 
Ocean River website (info@oceanriver.org) offers good 
advice based on the chart. But leaving grassy areas around 
town uncut is a more radical policy for town folk used to tidy 
lawns. Town employees use strimmers or tractors that burn fossil fuel to create 
these lawns. They remove the habitat for insects and other wild life. This small 
example points to the conflict between town values (tidy appearance) and nature-
loving values (rich ecosystems). Thinking economically - the town would save on fuel 
and labour costs; thinking socially - there would be fewer jobs in the growing season; 
thinking ecologically – there would be more bird life, more sequestration of CO2 and 
a greener Tychy. Connectedness and thinking of the bigger picture of how we live 
our lives is something to encourage. There are many unintended consequences that 
follow from our wealthy life-styles. Driving cars is an obvious example. Our purpose 
is convenient personal transport. We do not normally see the connection and 
consequence to the planet of producing exhaust emissions and building more 
concrete roads and car parks. Similarly with single-use plastic of many sorts. 
 
And finally … 
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Personal Ecological Footprint

 
We can be happy that Tychy’s toll gate is not yet as busy as this one in China!  
  
 

Global footprint of road vehicles

• 1970      250,000,000

• 2016   1,200,000,000

• 2050   2,500,000,000 (10x since 1970)

Unintended consequences?

 
At this rate of growth in car ownership how will you reach zero carbon by 2050? 
How much harder will it be to find parking spaces in the centre of Tychy? 
How many more roads and car parks will need to be built? 
How many more people will become overweight as the walk or cycle less? 
 
 

Personal competitive fitness may not lead to  a fit planet 
(see below) 

 



 

 
 
 
Contact: d.oldroyd72@gmail.com    Web-site http://case4all.wordpress.com  
 
Late news: Extinction Rebellion (XR) held their first meeting in Wroclaw on 15 June. 
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